The UPPS-P Model of Impulsive Personality, a prominent model of impulsive personality derived from the Five Factor Model of Personality, is a multi-dimensional model of impulsive personality that consists of negative urgency, lack of premeditation, lack of perseveration, sensation seeking, and positive urgency. The UPPS-P model has highlighted the importance of separating multidimensional traits due to the specificity of these traits corresponding to different risk behaviors. The goal of the current review paper is to make recommendations on how to apply the UPPS-P Model of Impulsive Personality, to diagnosis of and treatment for psychopathology. However, despite impulsivity being one of the most frequently used criteria for a number of clinical disorders, our review of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders-5 found that the UPPS-P traits are not well represented in the diagnostic criteria, which we propose limits inferences about etiology and treatment targets. Additionally, research has largely focused on the importance of these traits for risk models; our review of the literature applying the UPPS-P traits to treatment processes and outcomes concluded that this area is not yet well studied. Here, we propose the specific application of the UPPS-P model to improve diagnosis and increase treatment effectiveness.
Background
Personality traits occur on a continuum ranging from normal to abnormal, and distinctions in personality patterns across the continuum correspond to therapeutically important differences in psychopathology. In the landmark study by Trull and Sher [1] , patterns of personality traits by Five-Factor Model (FFM; i.e. Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, Openness to Experience; [2] ) aided in making important psychopathological distinctions; for example, discriminating between individuals with substance use disorders with and without depression. Thus, examining psychopathology through the lens of personality aids in differential diagnosis. Additionally, even for those diagnosed with the same disorder by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, 5th edition (DSM-5) [3] , there can be significant variability in personality profiles between individuals. For example, Krueger and Eaton [4] highlighted multiple, distinct FFM personality profiles of individuals all diagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder (BPD), with trait differences between individuals resulting in quite varied clinical presentations and conceptualizations. Thus, examining psychopathology through the lens of personality not only aids in distinguishing between disorders, but also provides individual level personality data within disorders, both of which are likely crucial in treatment planning, case conceptualization, and even rapport building.
The goal of the current review paper is to make recommendations on how to apply a prominent model of impulsive personality derived from the FFM, the UPPS-P Model of Impulsive Personality [5] [6] [7] , to the diagnosis of and treatment for psychopathology. In this review, we first describe the history of the construct of impulsivity and how this led to the development of the UPPS-P multi-dimensional model of impulsive personality. We next provide a brief review how this model has been applied to risk assessment for psychopathology and associated maladaptive behaviors. We then report results of a qualitative review to summarize how impulsive personality is represented in DSM-5 diagnostic criteria. Our review found patterns of DSM-5 criteria that make it difficult to match criteria onto particular UPPS-P traits and we make suggestions to better bring the two into line. Finally, we report findings from both quantitative and qualitative reviews of the literature suggesting the importance of applying the UPPS-P traits to substance use treatment. In this section, we use substance use disorder as a prime example of how to apply the UPPS-P model to diagnosis and treatment, as the UPPS-P model has been most extensively researched in the substance use disorder literature. However, as Berg and colleagues [8] have shown, UPPS-P impulsive traits are implicated across a wide range of psychopathology, and we provide examples of clinical representation of impulsive personality in other DSM-5 disorders when appropriate.
History of defining the construct of impulsivity
Impulsivity is comprised of two separate constructs: behavioral impulsivity and impulsive personality [9] . Behavioral impulsivity is measured using lab-task paradigms, such as the GoStop task and the Stop-Signal task [10] , which are sensitive to rash action in the moment, while impulsive personality is most often assessed by self-report measures, which detect a tendency to behave or pattern of behaving impulsively. While both are associated with similar outcomes, such as substance use [11] , meta-analytic findings have shown that the relationship between these constructs is weak (r = 0.10; [9] ), most likely as a result of differences in measurement time course and methodology.
While conceptualizations of behavioral impulsivity and impulsive personality each have strengths and limitations, impulsive personality has advantages that make it an ideal construct from which to examine psychopathology. Impulsive personality has the advantage of content and ecological validity [12] , reflecting cognitions, emotions, and behaviors individuals experience in everyday life. Some measures of behavioral impulsivity have been said to have content and ecological validity (e.g. two-choice impulsivity paradigm; [10] ); however, the paradigms themselves do not easily generalize to real-world behaviors (e.g. Stop Signal Task; [10] ) and only provide a snapshot of impulsive behavior at the time at which it is measured. Although impulsive personality measures are subject to self-report bias, interpreting them requires very little inference or assumption, particularly compared to behavioral measures, during which a number of complex neurobiological and psychological processes (e.g. eye-hand motor coordination, processing speed, familiarity with performing computerized tasks, and stereotype threat; see [13] for review) interact to produce the measurement outcome. As the goal of this review is to provide suggestions for improving diagnosis and treatment approaches, and as these are informed by general patterns of behavior more than specific instances of rash action, we choose to focus our discussion on impulsive personality. This decision is also supported by previous utility in applying FFM model of personality to psychopathology (e.g., [14] ).
Modern discussions of impulsive personality arose out of early psychiatry and neuroscience. Perhaps the first wellknown reference to impulsivity as a personality trait came from Esquirol, in his book Treatise on Insanity [15] , in which he labeled a class of disorders "monomania," a classification which closely resembled modern conceptualization of impulse control disorders. The neurologist and psychologist Ferrier [16] used the case of Phineas Gage to highlight distinct changes in impulsive personality following frontal lobe damage. Discussions of impulsivity as a personality construct continued to grow through the early twentieth century, with contributions made by Kraepelin [17] , Freud & Brill [18] , Bleuler [19] , and Fenichel [20] , all presenting impulsive personality as a maladaptive trait in the context of psychopathology (see [21] for a review).
Later, personality theorists began empirically deriving varying conceptualizations of what constitutes impulsive personality, as reviewed by Whiteside and Lynam [6] . For example, Eysenck and Eysenck [22] developed a model of personality that proposed impulsive personality is comprised of venturesomeness (related to extraversion) and impulsivity (related to psychoticism). Buss and Plomin [23] created a four-factor model of personality, proposing three facets of impulsive personality: the tendency to consider alternatives and consequences before making decisions, ability to remain with a task despite temptation, and the tendency to become bored and seek novel stimuli. Many other models of impulsive personality have been proposed, including Tellegen's three-factor model [24, 25] , Dickman's two-factor model [26] , Zuckerman's model of sensation seeking [27] , Cloninger's model of novelty seeking [28, 29] , Barratt's three-factor model [30, 31] , and three impulsive personality related scales of the NEO-PI-R [32] . Although there was some consensus across these measures (e.g., many included some aspect of sensation seeking or venturesomeness), there were more differences than commonalities. Given the transdiagnostic utility of the construct, and still no consensus on how it should be measured, researchers sought to construct a unified model of impulsive personality.
Development of the UPPS-P model of impulsive personality
The original UPPS model was developed to provide consensus on which domains of impulsive personality were being assessed across measures. Whiteside and Lynam [6] used the FFM model of personality, which captures impulsive personality in four distinct facets (i.e., impulsiveness, self-discipline, excitement seeking, and deliberation; [2] ) as a framework through which to construct a dimensional model of impulsive personality. To do this, Whiteside and Lynam [6] conducted a factor analysis of 10 existing impulsive personality measures in order to document underlying factors that would map onto the FFM model. Four facets of impulsive personality were extracted: (negative) urgency, or the tendency to act rashly while experiencing strong negative emotion, was associated with the impulsiveness facet of the FFM; (lack of) premeditation, or the tendency to act without thinking, was associated with the deliberation facet; (lack of) perseverance, or the tendency to become bored with and discontinue a task without finishing, was associated with the self-discipline facet; and sensation seeking, or the tendency to seek out novel exciting experiences, was associated with the excitement seeking facet. In 2007, Cyders and colleagues [7] developed the construct of positive urgency, or the tendency to act rashly while experiencing strong positive emotion, which was subsequently added to create the UPPS-P Impulsive Behavior Scale [5] . Although newer to the model, positive urgency was theorized to be unique due to anecdotal reports of positive emotion fueled celebratory events (e.g., vandalism in response to sports wins, flashing during Mardi Gras, drinking during celebrations) [33, 34] .
Subsequent work has suggested the traits are best represented as a three-factor, hierarchical model, composed of 1) sensation seeking, 2) deficits of conscientiousness (with lack of planning and lack of perseverance as sub-factors), and 3) urgency (with negative and positive urgency as sub-factors) [35] . Interestingly, no model with an overall "impulsive personality" factor fit the data, suggesting that there is no single construct which we can point to as "impulsive personality," so we should instead discuss these traits as separate, though related, factors [35] . Therefore, we refer to these traits as "UPPS-P traits" throughout the rest of this review.
The UPPS-P Impulsive Behavior Scale consists of 59 statements rated on a 1 to 4 Likert-type scale from "agree strongly" to "disagree strongly." The UPPS-P questionnaire has been translated into more than 10 languages, including French [36] , German [37] , Italian [38] , Spanish [39] , Korean [40] , Polish [41] , Portuguese [42] , and Dutch [43] and multiple short forms have been developed in Arabic [44] , English [45] , Farsi [46] , French [47] , German [48] , Italian [49] , and Spanish [50] . A child version also has been developed and validated [51] . To date, the original Whiteside and Lynam [6] article alone has been cited over 2500 times and the article describing subsequent development of positive urgency by Cyders and colleagues [7] over 600 times. Since its development, the UPPS-P Impulsive Behavior Scale has become a popular and useful tool for assessing multidimensional impulsive personality traits. These traits have been shown to relate to a wide range of psychopathology, including, but not limited to, substance use [52, 53] , problem gambling [54, 55] , risky sexual behaviors [56, 57] , depression and anxiety [58] , aggression [59, 60] , borderline personality disorder [61] , bipolar disorders [62, 63] , suicidal and non-suicidal selfinjurious behaviors [64, 65] , and disordered eating [66, 67] .
Brief review of existing research with the UPPS-P model
Much of the work with the UPPS-P to date has focused on either how the UPPS-P traits are associated with existing psychopathology or else the extent to which they predict onset or increases in these symptoms over time. An important quantitative meta-analysis by Berg and colleagues [8] recently reviewed this vast literature and supported the specificity of the UPPS-P traits for psychopathology and maladaptive behaviors (i.e., alcohol and substance use, depression, suicidality and non-suicidal self-injurious behaviors, aggression, anxiety, BPD, and disordered eating). Interestingly, in this review, either positive or negative urgency showed the highest effects in each category of psychopathology reviewed, supporting the view that urgency in particular is a transdiagnostic endophenotype of risk [68] , and consistent with other metaanalytic reviews [52, 69] . Negative urgency demonstrated the largest effect on every category of psychopathology reviewed (average effect size of r = .34 across disorders), except alcohol and substance use, where positive urgency demonstrated an effect of similar magnitude [8] . Lack of premeditation and lack of perseverance showed similar effect sizes across disorders, suggesting these traits could be equally important in diagnosis and treatment, for alcohol/substance use disorders, suicidality, and borderline personality disorder, although the authors discuss how these separate traits could be differentially contributing to aspects of disorders, such as Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder [8] . Sensation seeking showed the most robust relationships with alcohol/substance use, suicidality, and aggression [8] .
In addition, measurement of these five separate, though related, traits has allowed researchers to predict specific aspects of impulsive behavior within a particular disorder. One of the original and long-supported findings with the UPPS-P traits suggests the role of sensation seeking in the frequency of alcohol and drug use (including experimenting with new types of drugs), whereas negative urgency is related to problematic levels of use [52, 70] . Even though they are highly inter-correlated, differences in prediction between positive and negative urgency exist. For example, previous cross-sectional, longitudinal, and experimental emotion induction studies have demonstrated the distinctiveness of negative and positive urgency in risk-taking, such that negative urgency predicts negative emotion-based risktaking while positive urgency predicts positive emotion-based risk-taking [7, 35, 54, 71, 72] . Additionally, only negative urgency is associated with binge eating [8, 69] and positive urgency is significantly greater among individuals with high risk for mania compared to those with low risk (negative urgency did not differ between groups) [63] .
In sum, these data suggest that the UPPS-P traits demonstrate specificity in relation to psychopathology. The importance of this specificity should not be overlooked: in measuring a general disposition to impulsive personality, which lumps the various traits together, relationships with psychopathology may be masked or have their effect sizes diluted [73] . This idea is nicely demonstrated by Berg and colleagues [8] : For example, in the case of suicidality and non-suicidal self-injurious behavior, the averaged effect of UPPS-P traits is small and not significant (r = 0.18, p > .05), masking the larger effect of negative urgency on these behaviors (r = 0.25, p < .001). Similar masking effects are seen across the disorders reviewed by Berg and colleagues [8] .
Representation of UPPS-P traits in the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria
On the one hand, the association of UPPS-P traits with psychopathology should come as no surprise to those familiar with the DSM-5 [3] , since impulsive behavior, defined broadly, is likely the most common diagnostic criterion apart from distress. However, identifying the specific traits underlying these criteria can prove difficult. In preparation for this manuscript, the authors reviewed all diagnostic criteria in the DSM-5 in order to identify how specific diagnostic criteria matched onto the UPPS-P traits. The first author (M.U.) evaluated each diagnostic criterion in the DSM-5, produced a "liberal" list of diagnostic criteria that seemed to represent UPPS-P model of impulsive personality traits, and designated initial coding. Then, the last three authors (A.R.H., Z.T.W., & M.A.C.) independently coded the list and provided the rationale. The codes were judged to be in agreement when at least three out of four authors agreed and in disagreement when the majority did not reach consensus.
In some cases, UPPS-P traits were clearly represented in DSM-5 diagnostic criteria (see Table 1 ). For example, negative urgency is represented in diagnostic criteria for posttraumatic stress disorder (e.g., "Irritable behavior and angry outbursts (with little or no provocation) typically expressed as verbal or physical aggression toward people or objects.") and for gambling disorders (e.g., "Often gambles when feeling distressed (e.g., helpless, guilty, anxious, depressed)"). Positive urgency is represented in a diagnostic criterion for bipolar disorder (e.g., "Excessive involvement in activities that have a high potential for painful consequences (e.g., engaging in unrestrained buying sprees, sexual indiscretions, or foolish business investments) during the period of mood disturbance and increased energy or activity"). Lack of perseverance is represented in diagnostic criteria for attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (e.g., "Often has difficulty sustaining attention in tasks or play activities (e.g., has difficulty remaining focused during lectures, conversations, or lengthy reading)"). Lack of premeditation is represented in diagnostic criteria for substance use disorders (e.g., "[substance] is often taken in larger amounts or over a longer period than was intended") and antisocial personality disorder (e.g., "Impulsivity or failure to plan ahead"). Sensation seeking is represented as a diagnostic criterion for borderline personality disorder (e.g., "Impulsivity in at least two areas that are potentially self-damaging (e.g., spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless driving, binge eating)").
Discordance between UPPS-P traits and DSM-5 diagnostic criteria
More often, however, we could not agree on the trait being referenced. There are some notable patterns in the points where we could not reach consensus. We believe these qualitative patterns can inform how the DSM-5 could better incorporate UPPS-P traits into disorder criteria.
First, although emotions are a central feature of many DSM-5 disorders, and negative and positive urgency have shown robust relationships to these disorders [8] , the role of emotions and urgency are not clearly defined in the diagnostic criteria and little to no distinction is made between the roles of positive and negative emotions across disorders (see Table 2 ). Extensive research highlights the important role of emotions in DSM-5 disorders and maladaptive behaviors including, but not limited to, binge eating [74] , substance use [75] [76] [77] , depression [78] [79] [80] , bipolar disorder [81, 82] , obsessive compulsive disorder [83] , BPD [84] , schizophrenia [85] [86] [87] [88] , suicidal behavior [89] , and aggression [59, 89] . However, current wording in many of the diagnostic criteria for these disorders does not directly address the role of emotions nor integrate the concepts of impulsive personality and emotions, thus precluding the research team from agreeing that the criterion represented the concept of urgency. Considering the fact that many well-known treatment approaches target emotion regulation to improve psychopathological symptoms (e.g., cognitive behavioral therapy targeting reduction in negative emotion through cognitive restructuring [90] ; dialectical behavioral therapy enhancing emotion regulation and distress tolerance skills [91] ; mindfulness therapy focusing on accepting but not reacting to feelings or thoughts [92] ), it seems essential to incorporate the emotional aspects of clinical representation in the criteria for diagnosis.
For example, binge eating is a key characteristic of bulimia nervosa and binge eating disorder. Research has shown that negative emotions precede binge eating [74] and that negative urgency is an important risk factor [69] . A recent study showed that negative urgency is an Sensation seeking Pyromania C. Fascination with, interest in, curiosity about, or attraction to fire and its situational contexts (e.g., paraphernalia, uses, consequences). D. Pleasure, gratification, or relief when setting fires or when witnessing or participating in their aftermath.
Gambling disorder
A. Persistent and recurrent problematic gambling behavior leading to clinically significant impairment or distress…:
1. Needs to gamble with increasing amounts of money in order to achieve the desired excitement Borderline Personality Disorder B. A pervasive pattern of instability of interpersonal relationships, self-image, and affects, and marked impulsivity…: 4. Impulsivity in at least two areas that are potentially self-damaging (e.g., spending, sex, substance abuse, reckless driving, binge eating).
important predictor of treatment outcome for binge eating disorder, such that greater negative urgency at baseline was related to a smaller reduction of binge eating frequency during and after treatment [93] . However, the emotional aspect of the binge eating is not recognized in DSM-5: "A sense of lack of control over eating during the episode (e.g., a feeling that one cannot stop eating or control what or how much one is eating)." Additionally, an important feature of substance use disorders is substance use associated craving ("craving, or a strong desire or urge to use [the substance]") which is often induced by negative emotional states (and likely positive emotional states, although not well investigated) [94] , and further, neurobiological evidence indicates negative urgency likely plays a causal role in substance craving [95, 96] . For clinicians, identifying underlying causes of craving, in this case emotional state, is imperative to developing a targeted approach to reducing craving; however, the DSM-5 does not specify the emotional basis of how or why cravings are triggered. Second, in many cases the UPPS-P trait that is represented in diagnostic criteria does not match the trait that is best supported by research literature. This lead to difficulty of the authors to agree on which trait was or should be coded in the criteria. In substance use disorders, for example, lack of premeditation is well represented in the diagnostic criteria, (see Table 1 ) while negative and positive urgency is overlooked, despite their more robust relationships with more problematic and disordered substance use behaviors and consequences [8, 52, 97, 98] . This mismatch would lead to inadequate assessment, under-identification of individuals with urgency who are at higher risk, and mistargeted treatment planning. Therefore, we suggest that negative and positive urgency would be important to include in the diagnostic criteria for substance use disorders, and that treatment should be customized based on whichever trait (whether it is negative and positive urgency or lack of premeditation) is driving the initiation, development or maintenance of disorder. Additionally, negative urgency is represented in the diagnostic criteria for gambling disorder. However, research indicates that there is a strong positive relationship between gambling behavior and positive urgency [7] , and further, positive urgency uniquely predicts problematic gambling behavior, such as gambling with money that one cannot pay back [54] . Similar to substance use disorders, including both positive and negative urgency in the diagnostic criteria for gambling disorders is essential for interventions tailored to the specific urgency trait.
Third, representation of UPPS-P traits in some diagnostic criteria is often unclear or confounded by other constructs separate from, but related to, impulsive personality. This confounding of symptoms made it difficult for the authors to agree on the specific trait being represented, since the criteria include behaviors that may be driven by impulsive personality but could also be driven by other factors (see Table 2 ). For example, many of the defiant behaviors listed as diagnostic criteria for oppositional defiant disorder (e.g., "Often actively defies or refuses to comply with requests from authority figures or with rules"), conduct disorder (e.g., "Has broken into someone else's house, building, or car"), and antisocial personality disorder (e.g., "Failure to conform to social norms with respect to lawful behaviors, as indicated by repeatedly performing acts that are grounds for arrest") describe behaviors related to impulsive personality [61, 99] , but these behaviors can also be purposeful and deliberate. Further, suicidal and non-suicidal self-injurious behaviors (e.g., "Recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal ideation without a specific plan, or a suicide attempt or a specific plan for committing suicide") in bipolar disorder, BPD, or major depressive disorder are also often driven by impulsive personality [100] , X although some findings suggest "general impulsivity" to specifically predict suicide planning in adolescents with high risk for suicide [101, 102] . As written, the criteria do not specify if defiant or suicidal acts are committed willfully, in spite of expected outcomes, or whether they are done without considering the outcomes at all. Further, many of the diagnostic criteria used to describe aggressive or hostile behaviors (e.g., "Often loses temper" in oppositional defiant disorder; "Irritability and aggressiveness, as indicated by repeated physical fights or assaults," in antisocial personality disorder) suggest the kind of emotional arousal associated with negative urgency, but could also be explained by cognitive factors such as hostile attribution bias; that is, a tendency to interpret ambiguous or neutral situations as threatening [103] . Two individuals then, with fundamentally different problems-cognitive error versus impulsive personality-will nevertheless qualify for the same diagnosis and likely be recommended the same treatment; however, less ambiguous criteria that distinguish impulsive personality traits from willful acts and cognitive errors might help steer an intervention beyond the presenting problem. Criteria that incorporate the intent and varying modes of decision making that give rise to problem behavior might suggest different etiological underpinnings and would dramatically impact the focus of intervention. Fourth, many of the diagnostic criteria describe behaviors that could be loaded onto several UPPS-P traits, such that the criterion overall was not specific to a singular trait, making agreeing on the particular trait represented difficult (see Table 2 ). For example, in substance use disorders, the Criterion 4 "Craving, or a strong desire or urge to use [substance]" might indicate negative or positive urgency, or it could be sensation seeking driven. The Criterion 9 for substance use disorders specifies that "[substance] use is continued despite knowledge of having a persistent or recurrent physical or psychological problem that is likely to have been caused or exacerbated by [substance]," which could be attributed to both lack of premeditation and lack of perseverance. In disruptive mood dysregulation disorder, "Severe recurrent temper outbursts manifested verbally (e.g., verbal rages) and/or behaviorally (e.g., physical aggression toward people or property) that are grossly out of proportion in intensity or duration to the situation or provocation" also shows multiple impulsive personality traits including negative urgency and lack of premeditation. Further, many diagnostic criteria in conduct disorder present both sensation seeking and lack of premeditation (e.g., "Often initiates fights," "Has forced someone into sexual activity," and "Has stolen while confronting a victim (e.g., mugging, purse snatching, extortion, armed robbery)"). A single impulsive personality may be impacting problem behaviors; however, it could also be possible that multiple impulsive personalities are concurrently driving these behaviors. Thus, criteria distinguishing the impact of single impulsive personality or understanding the interactive effect of multiple impulsive personalities that give rise to these problem behaviors could suggest the focus and direction of treatment. This lack of specificity is concerning for a number of reasons: To begin with, as noted above, each of the different UPPS-P traits has its own pattern of prediction associated with specific outcome risks (e.g., sensation seeking and binge drinking, or negative and positive urgency and drinking problems; first reported by [104] and further supported by a review by [52] ). This specificity, however, is not reflected in DSM-5 criteria. For example, while lack of premeditation is well represented in the diagnostic criteria for substance use disorders, sensation seeking, negative urgency, and positive urgency are not. Furthermore, collapsing across the traits tends to mask and dilute the strength of effects, so using criteria that combine aspects, each with different levels of risk, impairs our ability to make predictions that influence how best to structure treatment [73] . In fact, this lack of specificity in criteria goes directly against the purported goal of the DSM-5 to promote further scientific knowledge concerning etiology and treatment of disorders, giving credence to the oft-cited criticisms of too much heterogeneity within disorders and too much overlap between disorders [73] .
Fifth, a final point of confusion that emerged was the failure to distinguish impulsivity from compulsivity (see Table 2 ). The DSM-5 seems rather to integrate the two. For example, substance use disorders are characterized both by impulsivity in early stages of substance use and compulsivity later on [105] . In general, this diagnosis is seldom sought or given before the disorder has progressed to these later stages, when substance use is both on impulse and by compulsion. DSM-5 criteria for diagnosis, however, do not clearly tease the two apart. For example, "Continued substance use despite having persistent or recurrent social or interpersonal problems caused or exacerbated by the effects of [substance]," "Recurrent [substance] use in situations in which it is physically hazardous," and "[Substance] use is continued despite knowledge of having a persistent or recurrent physical or psychological problems that is likely to have been caused or exacerbated by [substance]" represent both impulsivity (i.e., lack of premeditation) and compulsivity (i.e., persistent and persevering substance use in the face of adverse outcomes [106] ). Although some features of the two are undoubtedly interconnected, it may serve clinicians better to have these constructs distinguished clearly, at least so that treatment design for substance use disorders will correspond with their developmental course.
We believe these patterns can inform how the DSM-5 could better incorporate UPPS-P traits into disorder criteria and we make a few potential recommendations here; however, we by no means see these recommendations as the only options for improvement. For instance, the Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP) Model has been recently proposed as a way to improve the reliability and validity of diagnosis and to reduce the heterogeneity within disorders, overlap between disorders, and diagnostic instability [107] . This movement proposes the use of a dimensional model of psychopathology through the lens of personality would alleviate many of the difficulties we report above, but also requires a large paradigm shift in diagnosis. This shift would greatly improve our ability to diagnose and treat psychopathology.
However, assuming that such a shift to the HiTOP Model might be slow to implement, we also make some general recommendations concerning improvements to the current DSM-5 diagnostic system that could relieve some of the problems we coded in our review. First, we suggest that DSM-5 criteria could better incorporate how emotions influence behavior, especially in cases where data are clear that impulsivity contributes to the disorder. Pertaining to our example above, a potential criterion for binge eating disorder could be rewritten to state "Engages in uncontrolled eating in response to or during a negative affective state." Such a criterion would better capture the mood and impulsive components known to contribute to binge eating behaviors.
Second, we suggest that when writing diagnostic criteria, language should be avoided that confounds a particular impulsive personality trait with either other impulsive personality traits or other related constructs. As our example of substance use disorders notes, the criterion "Craving, or a strong desire or urge to use [substance]" could be attributed to positive or negative urgency, or even sensation seeking. This could be remedied by including wording to distinguish the idea of trouble resisting urgency (which would reflect urgency, e.g., "Craving or a strong desire or urge to use [substance] that is difficult to resist") from the idea of seeking out new and exciting sensations (which would reflect sensation seeking, e.g., "Craving or strong desire to use substances due to exciting properties of the drug experience").
Third, we suggest that the DSM-5 better match empirical data showing which UPPS-P traits are most highly implicated in the disorder in question. Pertaining to our example above, we suggest that substance use disorder criteria should reflect negative and positive urgency (e.g., "Engages in drug use in response to negative or positive affect.") rather than lack of premeditation. We see the Berg and colleagues review [8] would provide a strong start to such an approach in determining which traits are important for disorders across the DSM-5. Finally, although mostly specific to substance use disorders, distinguishing between impulsive and compulsive behaviors would help inform the stage or severity of the disorder experienced by the individual.
Although the focus of the present paper is on the DSM-5, the issues we outline in Table 2 are likely echoed in the International Classification of Disease (ICD) System [108] .
For example, ICD-10 diagnostic criteria for a depressive episode, similar to the DSM-5, includes suicide attempts ("ideas or acts of self-harm or suicide") without specifying if the behavior is impulsive or planned. Additionally, similar to the DSM-5, diagnostic criteria for bulimia nervosa in the ICD-10 do not address the potential affective component of binge eating ("the patient succumbs to episodes of overeating in which large amounts of food are consumed in short periods of time"), in line with negative urgency, implicated in the etiology of the disorder. Thus, the recommendations we describe above in improving DSM-5 diagnostic criteria should also extend to the ICD-11, which is currently in preparation.
Applying the UPPS-P traits to psychological treatment: a substance use treatment example
In order to review the extent to which UPPS-P traits are applied to psychological treatment, we conducted two complementary review processes. We focused these reviews on the application of the UPPS-P model in the treatment of substance use, as research in this area has been forefront in integrating the UPPS-P model to improve psychopathological symptoms. We use substance use as a prime example here, but we propose that a similar model could be applied to other disorders as well.
First, in order to examine the application of the UPPS-P traits to psychological treatment, we conducted a systematic quantitative review of the literature (as reported in [109] ). The purpose of this meta-analysis was to quantitatively review existing work to examine 1) how impulsive personality affects substance use treatment outcomes and 2) how impulsive personality might change during substance use treatment. Articles were identified through: Key word searches in Medline, PsychInfo, EMBase and PsychArticles, based on an exhaustive combination of the following keyword groups: a) impuls*, sensation seeking, urgen*, persever* or premeditat*, b) substance, alcohol, drinking, heroin, opi*, *amphetamine, cocaine, stimulant, cannabis, or marijuana, and c) treatment. We also identified articles through e-mail alerts, reference sections of identified articles, forward searches of identified articles, and poster abstracts from the 2016 Research Society on Alcoholism Annual Meeting and Conference. Study authors were contacted in cases of missing information. Inclusion criteria for both study questions were: 1) report findings that contains some or all psychotherapy components and 2) report pre-treatment self-report measures of impulsive personality that map onto the UPPS-P framework [5] and are at least two items long.
For aim 1 (k = 12), significant effects were found for lack of premeditation (g = 0.60, SE = 0.30, 95% CI 0.01 to 1.20; z = 1.99, p = .05) and negative urgency (g = 0.55, SE = 0.17; 95% CI 0.22 to 0.88, z = 3.30, p = .001), with higher impulsive personality trait scores related to poorer substance use treatment outcomes. For aim 2 (k = 14), changes in sensation seeking (g = − 0.10, SE = 0.05, 95% CI -0.20 to 0.004; z = − 1.88, p = .06) and negative urgency (g = − 0.25 SE = 0.14, 95% CI -0.53 to 0.03; z = − 1.75, p = .08) approached significance. Overall, this meta-analytic review found that lack of premeditation and negative urgency are related to poorer substance use treatment outcome. Although negative urgency and sensation seeking are changing during treatment, the magnitude of the change is quite small, likely contributing to poor treatment outcomes and relapse.
Second, we qualitatively reviewed the literature to determine patterns in how the UPPS-P traits are currently represented in substance use treatment (Table 3) . We conducted a systematic review of the literature to identify studies that specifically assessed changes in impulsive personality traits pre to post treatment using interventions outlined by Zapolski and colleagues [110] . Studies were identified using Medline, PsychInfo, EMBase, PsychArticles and GoogleScholar. Articles published through August 2017 were chosen based on an exhaustive combination of the following keyword groups: 1a) impuls*, sensation seeking, urgen*, persever* or premeditat* or 1b) UPPS-P, and 2) treatment or intervention. Studies were included in Table 3 if they 1) assessed changes in impulsive personality traits using the UPPS-P model or trait(s) that map onto the UPPS-P framework (see [9] for a review), and 2) reported administering an intervention in line with recommendations by Zapolski and colleagues' [110] (see Table 3 ). Our search yielded N = 17 studies that met inclusion criteria. Identified studies were then coded for sample type, intervention used, and changes in impulsive personality traits pre to post treatment (statistically significant increase, decrease, or no change). The first author (M.U.) initially coded the identified studies, and the second author (A.R.H.) confirmed the coding determined by the first author.
Given the body of literature implicating UPPS-P traits with a range of clinical disorders and problems [8, 52, 97, [111] [112] [113] , it is somewhat surprising that comparably little has been done in applying the UPPS-P model to clinical practice in a systematic way. Our review of this research led us to conclude that data examining how UPPS-P traits interact with treatment processes and outcomes are limited to date; therefore, it may have seemed premature to begin applying the UPPS-P model to clinical practice. At the same time, extensive theory and empirical data support the transdiagnostic risks associated with UPPS-P traits. We therefore believe that measuring UPPS-P traits before and over the course of treatment can significantly aid clinicians in identifying specific targets for intervention; and further, lead to the development of novel treatment approaches which target the UPPS-P traits in particular. Weiss et al. [124] Female college students Impulsivity reduction ↓ Many existing treatments target proximal factors of clinical problems, rather than the UPPS-P traits that underlie them. Often, these proximal factors mediate the relationship between UPPS-P traits and the clinical disorder. For example, one way in which impulsive personality influences substance use is by affecting how a person learns about the behavior. Such traits make it more likely for an individual to form more positive beliefs or expectancies related to substance use, which in turn fuel further use [114] . Many psychotherapies for substance use disorders target these more proximal substance use motives, beliefs or expectancies, and selfefficacy, and research has established that UPPS-P traits are related to substance use through these factors [115] [116] [117] . It is thus possible that more distal factors, particularly UPPS-P traits, are left unchanged and potentially leave individuals at risk for symptom relapse or treatment non-response. Taken together, this literature led us to believe that more attention should be paid to UPPS-P traits in treatment assessment and development, as this could likely improve treatment outcomes.
Despite the wealth of literature implicating the UPPS-P model of impulsive personality in the development and maintenance of substance use disorders [118] [119] [120] , minimal work has examined if decreases in UPPS-P traits are related to better substance use treatment outcomes (e.g. Table 3 The UPPS-P model specific interventions and current empirical supports for treatment-related changes in impulsivity (Continued) 
Lack of perseverance
Stimulant medications plus cognitive-behavioral therapy X Behavioral paradigms to reinforce task completion X Learn to gauge attention span and distractibility delay, modify environment, learn techniques to reduce procrastination and increase follow-through X Notes. BPD Borderline personality disorder, DBT Dialectical behavior therapy, AA/NA Alcoholics Anonymous/Narcotics Anonymous ↓ Statistically significant decreases in impulsivity pre to post treatment -Non-significant change in impulsivity pre to post treatment X = No empirical support available to the authors' knowledge a indicates studies did not use UPPS-P Impulsive Behavior Scale less frequent use, increased global functioning). Some treatments have aimed to directly target sensation seeking and "general impulsivity" in youth [121] [122] [123] . This is a promising step; however, findings provide little to no data to determine if changes in sensation seeking or general impulsive traits served as a mechanism for substance use change. A recent meta-analysis by Hershberger and colleagues [109] found that 1) lack of premeditation and negative urgency at intake are significantly related to poorer substance use treatment outcomes (g's 0.60 and 0.55, respectively), and 2) although sensation seeking and negative urgency show significant decreases pre to post substance use treatment, these decreases are small (g's 0.10 and 0.25, respectively). Taken together, UPPS-P traits appear to impart risk for poor treatment outcomes, and further, are not changing greatly through the course of substance use treatment. It thus behooves researchers and clinicians to follow-up on and clarify these findings by determining if changes in UPPS-P traits are potential mechanisms of substance use change across treatment. Some work has aimed to specifically target UPPS-P traits with treatment design. Zapolski, Settles, Cyders, & Smith [110] proposed treatment strategies that target specific impulsive personality traits according to the UPPS-P model, and many of these strategies have been tested and supported (see Table 3 ). In Table 3 , we present each UPPS-P trait, specific interventions suggested by [110] , and empirical data (or lack thereof) showing whether they resulted in reductions of the trait. The majority of studies have focused on negative urgency, examining changes in the trait pre to post intervention. Across reviewed studies (Table 3) [84, [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] , the majority of interventions showed reductions in negative urgency, although three studies failed to find significant changes [126, 129, 131] . For lack of premeditation, three studies demonstrated reductions pre to post treatment [124, 127, 132] , while four studies failed to find significant change [126, [133] [134] [135] .
Our review of the literature did not produce studies that examined changes in sensation seeking, positive urgency, or lack of perseverance through treatment recommendations proposed by [110] . For sensation seeking, interventions that directly target this trait do exist, but these studies failed to examine changes in sensation seeking itself [121, 122, 136] . While the theoretical orientation of the intervention is different, behavioral activation interventions could be considered as addressing the proposal made by [110] in regards to positive urgency (e.g., identifying alternative, safer means of celebrating) or sensation seeking (e.g., development of a bank of safe, stimulating activities as behavioral options). Treatments targeting persistence toward goals [137] could address lack of perseverance.
Together, information on the effectiveness of interventions reducing UPPS-P traits is sparse, and findings somewhat mixed. This is problematic, given the clear role these traits play in the development, maintenance, and persistence of a multitude of clinical disorders and problems (e.g., [8, 52, 97, 98, 109] ). Further, even across studies that showed reductions in, for example, negative urgency, a wide array of treatment modalities was used, including Dialectical Behavioral Therapy, 12-step groups, and Cognitive Behavior Therapy. This makes it difficult to ascertain the mechanism of change; and further, makes it difficult for clinicians and researchers to replicate reductions in negative urgency. In some studies that we reviewed (see Table 3 ), specific traits were targeted, but impulsive personality was assessed using measures that do not assess the relevant traits; an oversight which doubtless introduced some imprecision in capturing treatment effects for a given impulsive trait. Future studies would benefit by assessing impulsive traits that the intervention designs are supposed to impact.
Although impulsive personality is a multi-faceted and multi-dimensional construct, current treatment options that target impulsive personality focus on only a few traits. As such, novel interventions are needed to target the less studied traits. For example, future studies can incorporate treatments suggested by [110] to target positive urgency, sensation seeking, or lack of perseveration (See [110] for details). Developing treatments targeting positive urgency seems especially important, especially given its robust effects on a wide range of psychopathology (similar in magnitude to negative urgency) [8] .
Conclusion
Since its inception, the UPPS-P model of impulsive personality has improved the prediction of psychopathology [8] and shown specificity of traits to corresponding risk behaviors [52, 97] . Although "impulsivity," generally defined, is highly represented in clinical disorder criteria, our review of the DSM-5 diagnostic criteria concluded that most criteria are not written to map well onto specific UPPS-P traits. Our review also concluded that although the application of the UPPS-P traits to treatment is still in its infancy, recent work does suggest that specific UPPS-P traits negatively influence the effectiveness of substance use treatment response [109, 138] .
In this review, we propose that the empirical data supporting the roles for discrete UPPS-P traits in a wide range of psychopathology and maladaptive behaviors have not yet been well integrated into DSM-5 disorder criteria, and that this limitation is an impediment to our understanding of etiology and treatment planning. We also propose that viewing psychopathology through the lens of the UPPS-P model will improve diagnosis and treatment. We review how specific UPPS-P traits may impede treatment effectiveness and may leave one at risk for relapse post treatment, using substance use as a prime example, although we propose that effects are likely more generally applicable to other forms of psychopathology. We make specific suggestions on how to target UPPS-P traits in treatment, which should be examined empirically. At the very least, we suggest that both researchers and clinicians should assess and track UPPS-P traits in treatment and clinical research. A better option is to also target specific traits during treatment, according to the empirical evidence supporting their role in that given clinical disorder or problem. Given the ease of access and implementation of the UPPS-P scale (including the availability of short forms and multiple translations, see www.impulsivity.org/measurement/UPPS_P), this is an accessible goal for researchers and clinicians alike. Many of the proposed treatments to target UPPS-P traits could also be easily implemented with or in addition to other empirically supported treatments, making this a lowcost, feasible, and potentially high impact strategy to improve clinical outcomes. 
